1. Verify all existing conditions in the field prior to starting work. Notify the owner immediately of discrepancies or conflicts prior to proceeding.

2. See mechanical & electrical dwgs for scope of demolition for those trades. Coord required new penetrations for routing new systems.

3. Patch (E) construction to match adjacent where finishes and substrate have been removed or damaged to accommodate new work of all trades.

4. All dimensions for new construction are to face of stud Uno. All dimensions to (E) construction are to face finish Uno. R.O. interior door frame 6" from wall on swing side Uno.

5. PT WD trim at windows, doors to match existing.

6. PT new WD to match existing.

ELEVATION KEY NOTES

- 1/8" STRUCT SHEATHING 15/32" NAILS 1-1/2" O.C. MLT. SIDING
- PT (E) WD COL. PT TO MATCH EXIST.
- LOUVERS SEE MECHANICAL.
- PIPE PENETRATIONS SEE MECHANICAL.
- EXHAUST FAN SEE MECHANICAL.
- PATCH OPENING TO MATCH (E) SURROUNDING WALL CONSTRUCTION.
- PATCH WALL 2X8 FRAMING, BATT INSULATION, 1/8" SHEATHING AND SIDING TO MATCH (E).
- 1/8" STRUCT SHEATHING INSTALL W/ 15/32" NAILS IF C.C. PT WD SIDING TO MATCH (E), REPLACE BATT INSULATION.
- INFILL WALL TO MATCH (E): GWB, 2X8 16" O.C., PLYWD, AIR BARRIER, AND SHINGLES PT TO MATCH (E).
- LIGHT FIXTURES SEE ELECTR.
1. Verify all existing conditions in the field prior to starting work. Notify the owner immediately of discrepancies or conflicts prior to proceeding.

2. See mechanical & electrical dwgs for scope of demolition for those trades. Coordinate new penetrations for routing new systems.

3. Patch (E) construction to match adjacent where finishes and substrate have been removed or damaged to accommodate new work of all trades.

4. All dimensions for new construction are to face of stud Uno. All dimensions to (E) construction are to face finish Uno. R.O. interior door frame 6" from wall on swing side Uno.

5. PT WD trim at windows, doors to match existing.

6. PT new WD to match existing.

General Note:

- 5/8" structural sheathing 10d nails 4" O.C. mtl siding
- PT (E) col, pt to match exist.
- Ledges see mechanical.
- Pipe penetrations see mechanical.
- Exhaust fan see mechanical.
- Patch opening to match (E) surrounding wall construction.
- Patch wall 2x8 framing, balt insulation, 5/8" sheathing and siding to match (E).
- 5/8" structural sheathing/install 5/16" nails 4" O.C. pt wrt siding to match (E), replace balt insulation.
- Install hold down see SI-1.
- Infill wall to match (E) CMB, 218 16" O.C., plywood, air barrier, and shingles PT to match (E).
- Light fixtures see elec.

Elevation Key Notes:

- 5/8" structural sheathing 10d nails 4" O.C. mtl siding
- PT (E) col, pt to match exist.
- Ledges see mechanical.
- Pipe penetrations see mechanical.
- Exhaust fan see mechanical.
- Patch opening to match (E) surrounding wall construction.
- Patch wall 2x8 framing, balt insulation, 5/8" sheathing and siding to match (E).
- 5/8" structural sheathing/install 5/16" nails 4" O.C. pt wrt siding to match (E), replace balt insulation.
- Install hold down see SI-1.
- Infill wall to match (E) CMB, 218 16" O.C., plywood, air barrier, and shingles PT to match (E).
- Light fixtures see elec.